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OREGON HOUSE BILL 2355

 Enacted in 2017, the new law states that all Oregon law enforcement 
agencies must, for all officer-initiated stops, submit the following data:

 Date and time/location of the stop

 Perceived race, age and gender of the subject

 What led to the stop (ord., statute etc.)

 What the disposition was

 Arrest, cite, search

 APD was mandated to be live by 7/1/19, we wanted to jump on as soon as 
possible so we went live 11/28/18, smallest agencies not til July 1, 2020

 This is a work in progress-bugs-change in habits-may engage SOU



FROM 11/28/18 THRU 12/31/2019

 From November 28, 2018 thru December 31, 2019

 Officers conducted 4859 stops

 Of them……



STOPS BY RACE

Total Stops 4859

white black hispanic middle e native pacific asian

White 87.6%

Hisp. 5.76%

AA 3.49%

Asian 1.87%

ME 1.02%

PI <1%

Native <1%



ACTUALS COMPARED TO 

POPULATION

Category STOP Population

White 87.6% 87.4%

Hispanic 5.76% 5.1%

African American 3.49% 1.9%

Asian 1.87% 2.1%

Middle Eastern 1.02% Not Available

Pacific Islander <1% 0.3%

Native American <1% 0.7%

Info from AmericanFactFinder.com

What is not represented:

-SOU Students

-Tourists

-People who identify as mixed 

race-up to 3.2%



OTHER NUMBERS

 Males 58.4%

 Females 41.55%

 Non-Binary <1%

 Enforcement 44.29%

 Warning 55.71%

 Resulted in a search <1%  of the stops (only 30 out of 4,859)



10.58.200

 1st quarter update on 3176



1ST QUARTER REVIEW ORD.  3176

 History

 McNally Ruling RE IPO

 Increasing problem with ppl not being issued citations

 The McNally decision in April 2017 impacted this RE passive behavior

 ORS 153.039

 Establishes authority to stop and detain someone

 Stop and detain long enough to conduct an investigation, ID the person and issue a 
citation

 3176-does not grant any additional right to stop someone

 Requires that a person provide their name and dob for purposes of issuing a citation

 Reasonable suspicion has already been met, as has probably cause



CONCERNS RAISED

 As a result of some concerns raised about 3176 and how it might 

negatively impact transgender individuals we have established a 

policy on this topic and engaged with the Safe Space program 

out of Seattle PD



ORDINANCE 3176

 AMC 10.58.200 has not been used since it was enacted

 Does this mean it wasn’t needed? No. It was put in place to 

address a specific problem that we already knew does not come 
up very often. 

 The night before……


